
 

A new Tomb Raider video game, TBA on PC and Mac, will be released on the 16th of December, 2013. The game will be
available in both retail stores and online retailers. This is the first Tomb Raider release since 2009's Underworld. The game
takes place on a mysterious island that Lara Croft is shipwrecked on with her friends who were celebrating her career
achievements. Players have to help Lara find her friends, solve puzzles, hunt for treasure and fight enemies while avoiding traps
set by an ancient race of people who inhabited the island. The player can use firearms but their ammunition is scarce so they
have to use stealth to get through the levels without being noticed by enemies. Lara uses melee combat, her signature bow and
arrow, and a grappling hook to reach areas players can’t get to on foot. The game is available in three editions. The ‘Lara Croft
Relic Run’ is a mobile game that features Lara running through trap-filled ruins across the globe to collect relics. The ‘Lara
Croft Go’ is another mobile game that has Lara traveling the world on an expedition through the world’s most dangerous tombs.
A prequel novel titled "Rise of the Tomb Raider" was published by Titan Books on November 7, 2013. The book was written by
author Nathan Shumate, with cover art by Sam Spratt. Nathan offered that the book would answer the questions "Why are they
after her? Why is she on this island? What is her past? How did she end up where she was?" The game received "mixed"
reviews according to video game review aggregator Metacritic. GameRankings is more positive, giving it a score of 77.13%,
while Metacritic gives it 77/100.

The game was announced on September 12, 2013 by series writer Rhianna Pratchett and Eidos, with an expected release in
2015. On November 19, 2013, Crystal Dynamics announced that Tomb Raider at the time was being developed for current
console generations as well as mobile platforms. The game is being developed by Crystal Dynamics, who have taken over the
Tomb Raider franchise since the release of "Tomb Raider: Legend", with the help of Square Enix. The game's first trailer was
released on November 13, 2013. The game is set to showcase a new Lara Croft. The trailer for the game was released on June
10, 2014 during E3 2014. It received positive reactions from critics and fans alike who were glad to see Lara's new look which
includes her natural brown hair after the reboot changed her hair color to black. It features Lara surviving a plane crash which
then leads into an adventure where she must survive on a mysterious island against unknown enemies while trying to find
answers about her mother. During E3 2015, Square Enix announced the game would be released on PC, Xbox One and
PlayStation 4 on January 28, 2016. On October 14, 2017, Square Enix announced that the Definitive Edition of the game would
be released digitally only on the PlayStation 4 and Xbox One to commemorate its 10th anniversary. The "Definitive Edition"
includes all previously released downloadable content for "Tomb Raider", including "The Tomb Raider Trilogy" which contains
all three games in chronological order. It also includes two new modes to each game, 12 additional challenge tombs for free
exploration, a reworked user interface to make navigation easier and faster loading times. The Definitive Edition was released
digitally through Steam on April 18, 2018.
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